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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important results in character theory is rauer’s 
theory [Ij for groups G whose order is divisible by exactly the first power 
of a prime p. In this case, certain of the characters of G are shown to have 
a striking similarity to characters of the normalizer of a Sylow p-group of 6. 
Several attempts have been made to generalize these results, in particular, 
Brazer and W. S. Leonard, Jr. [2] h ave shown that similar, but weaker, 
results hold when G has a Sylow p-group P satisfying 
C,(x) = CGP), all x E P. (9 
In this paper, we will show that there is an additional similarity between the 
characters of G and those of N,(P) when (*) holds. 
THEOREM I. Let G be a $nite group with a Sylow p-group P satisf~~g 
cG@) = c,(p), all x E Pg. 
Suppose G has at least three classes of p-elements. Let A be an exceptional 
character of G. Then th@e is an exceptional character h of N,(P), whose p-block 
lift to the p-block of A, such that 
A j s = Sh / s, 
where S is the set of p-singular elements in N,(P), and 6 = 51 is the sign 
associated with A. In particular 
A(l) = ah(l) (mod j P I). 
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This result has been conjectured by many people. Unfortunately, our method 
seems to yield no results when G has exactly two classes of p-elements. 
Theorem 1 is proved by considering the contribution to the character 
formula for class multiplication constants which comes from characters in 
the p-block of A. The reader should note that when G satisfies the stronger 
condition 
G(x) = p, all x E P#, 
the theorem can be proved easily without reference to modular character 
theory. Indeed because of the strong p-local assumptions it is probable 
that Theorem 1 could be proved entirely without modular character theory. 
Proceeding parallel to Brauer’s work in [I], we are able to apply Theorem 1 
to prove the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Jinite group with a Sylow p-group P satisfying 
c,(x) = c,(p), all x E P#. 
Suppose G has a faithful irreducible complex representation X of degree 
d < $(I P 1 - 1). Then P is a normal subgroup of G. 
This theorem generalizes recent results of Leonard [4] and [5], as well as 
the main theorem of Brauer [I], part II. Because of the linear fractional 
groups over finite fields, the bound on d is sharp. We note that it is easy to 
show that the assumption of irreducibility can be omitted (see Lemma 4). 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the character theory developed 
in [2] as summarized in [4], Section 1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES FOR THEOREM 1 
Hypothesis (*) implies that P is an abelian trivial intersection subgroup 
and Co(P) = P x V, for some p’-group V. In fact, 5’ = (P x V) - V 
is a T.I. set. Furthermore, NG(P)/V is a Frobenius group with Frobenius 
kernel PVjV. We set [ P [ = q, s = 1 N,(P) : C,(P)1 and st = q - 1. Since 
t is the number of p-classes of G, we have t > 3 by hypothesis. Set 
N = N,(P). 
For Ci , Cj , C, any three p-classes of N/V, we let aijk be the associated 
class multiplication constant. Thus, aijk is the number of pairs gi , gj with 
gi E C, , gi E Cj , whose product gigj is a fixed element of C, . Define lijk by 
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It EolBows that 
where g, E C, , and the sum is over all exceptional characters h, of Iv/V* 
Since P u P x Y, the constant aijL is also a class multiplication constant for 
some three classes of p-elements of N, which we may again call Ci p Cj s C, 
without ambiguity. 
3. SOME BLOCK CALCULATIONS 
With the p-block B of G which contains A is associated an N-class 
irreducible characters of V. Let v E @, and let W(g)) be the inertial group of cp 
in N. Iff = j @ j and 1 W(y)\ = e / Co(P)\, then eJ = s. There are exactlyjf 
exceptional characters in l3, and 
where 6 = 31 ,T E @, and h is an appropriately chosen exceptional character 
of N. In particular, the p-block b of h in N lifts to the p-block B of .A in G. 
Observe that h = (p~)~, where p is some nonprincipal irreducible character 
of P. We will show that c = 0. 
For each class aG of G we define a class function 5, by 
Thus, 5, = C ji(u>x, w h ere the sum is over all irreducible characters x of 
It will be useful to know the values of the class function 
when a is p-singular. We define the higher decomposition numbers dii as 
usual: if g E P, u E V, then 
where xs is an irreducible character of G, and 9, , 9s ,.,. are the ~~re~~c~b~e 
characters of V. 
481/36/24r 
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The Cartan invariants of C,(P) = P x V are cij = aiiq. We define a 
Kronecker delta for elements g, h E P by 
g -h, 
otherwise. 
We let a = gv, x - hw with g, h E P and v, w E V. We may now use Brauer’s 
second main theorem to compute 
We have shown 
(5) 
where a = gv, x = hw with g, h E P and v, w E V. 
Now let Kc, Kj be two classes of p-elements of G, and define a class 
function 19;~ by 
Ma) = I lb r>l x E Ki , y $ Ki , xy = 41. 
We have the usual formula 
(6) 
where g, E Ki , gj E Kj , and the sum is over all irreducible characters x of G. 
LEMMA 1. LetgEPandxE(P x V)- P, then 
B,(x) = 0 (mod q), 
QW = aiik (mod 41, 
where KS n P = Ci , Kj n P = Cj , and C, is the N-class of g in P. 
(7) 
(8) 
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Pmif. Let y E C,(P). Then P acts by conjugation to permute the pairs 
w-hose product is y. Since P satisfies 
CGc4 = CGP), all x E I++, 
it follows that P acts in orbits of length 1 P j = q on those pairs not in 
CGP>. ence we need only count those pairs in C,(P). The lemma follows 
easily from this observation. 
We now define another class function 6ij by 
if a is p-singular, 
otherwise. 
We may -write 
where the sum is over a complete set of representatives a of the p-singular 
classes aG of G. By Oij 1 B we mean 
Since 8,i, - 0; vanishes on p-singular elements, the “Truncation of Relatior& 
theorem (see [3], Theorem (6.3.1)) shows that 19~~ j - Bij 1 B vanishes on 
p-singular elements. In particular 
whenever g, is a p-element in C, . It is clear that any Galois automorphism 
D of the field of j G Jth roots of 1 permutes the terms on the left-hand si 
off% for if XkJ 2~si) x(gd is not rational, then x is an exceptional character, 
and there is an exceptional character in B which has the same values 
on p-elements. It follows that the left-hand side of (9) is rational. 
(@,, j 23) (gJ = (@ii ) B)(g%). However, more than this is true. 
(S$ i B)(gk) = aijkf$ (mod q), 
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Proof. We have already shown (6ij j B)(g,) to be rational. Using (5), 
we have 
where a = gv, g E P, v E V. Thus, 
When v = 1, we have a term 
which is obviously rational, and in fact is a p-adic rational number congruent 
to 
aijk *# (mod p). 
We will show that the sum of the remaining terms 
is a p-adic rational number divisible by q. It suffices to show that the rational 
number 
is a p- adic rational number. Note that the coefficient 
is a p-adic rational number when a E Vs. Thus, the sum (10) is a p-adic 
algebraic number which is rational, and so is a p-adic rational number, as 
required. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
In view of Lemma 2 and Eq. (9), we may write 
IGI 
/ cG(p>i2 5~ 
Tiki) X(&3 
x(l) 
x(gk) = aijlc ‘# (mod s>, 
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where the congruence is between two p-adic rational numbers. e can 
simplify this somewhat by cancelling the / V j on both sides, and using 
/ G : C,(P)1 = s (mod q). We have 
e wish to compute the contribution to the left-hand side of (11) whi 
comes from exceptional characters. If .A is an exceptional character in 
and g E P, then from (3) we have 
Furthermore, since h = (pq~)~ for some nonprincipal irreducibie character 
p of P and some cp E CD, we have h(g) = X,(g) v(l), where A, = (~1 r)” is 
an exceptional character of N/Y. Each A, is associated with f distinct 
characters h in this way, one for each choice of cp in @. ence A(g) = 
41) G%k) + cf) and 
This last step uses the relations 
which are trivial observations about the characters of the Frobenius group 
N/Y. Note that Cj,, denotes the class of inverses of elements of C’$ .
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Since the exceptional characters in B are the only characters in B which 
are not constant on P#, we have from (11) and (12) 
Multiplying both sides by A(l) E &p(l) + c&(l) (mod 4) (congruence) (4) 
and cancelling fy( l)“, we get 
w&k - %mn) + cf(%, - %mn) = WNiiK - LJ 
+ scf(Sij’ + S, + Sjk - S,,, - 8, - S,,) (mod 4). 
By definition (l), this is, after cancellingf, 
c(aiilc - alma) s sc(Sijfl + Si, + Sj, - S,,, - Sz, - S,,). 
The consequences of (13) will be investigated in the next section. 
(13) 
4. CLASS MULTIPLICATION CONSTANTS IN FROBENITJS GROUPS 
If c = 0, Theorem 1 is true. We thus assume that c # 0, and attempt to 
derive a contradiction. From Brauer-Leonard [2], equation (4.9), or Leonard 
[4], Eq. (1.7), it follows that c2 < s. Let c = clcz , with (cl , cz) = 1 and 
c, a power of p. Then cl2 < s < q. Let Y = q/c, . Notice that r2 > q, so 
9P I r2* 
Dividing congruence (13) by c, we have 
(aiiK - aLma) = s(& + Si, + Sj, - S,,, - S,, - S,,) (mod r) 
or 
aijic - s(sij, + h + %J = aImn - s(L, + SZ, + GA (mod ~1. (14) 
This congruence only involves the Frobenius group F = N/V, so we have 
reduced our original problem to a problem about Frobenius groups. 
Congruence (14) shows that there is a constant M with 
aiiK - s(&, + Si, + SjIc) = M (mod Y), 
for all i, j, k = I ,..., t. Summing over k again, we find 
s - S,, - s(tSij, f 2) = tM (mod r), 
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which reduces to --s E tM (mod r). Hence, M = 9 (mod r). e have shown 
aijk = s2 + s(& + 8ik + Sjk) (mod Y), 
for all i, j, iz = I,..., t. (Note that when t = 2, congruence (15) is true). 
For each triple i, j, k, we define an integer bijk ‘by 
aijk = s ’ f S(S,j’ + sik + sjk) + ybijk. 
Since aijk = akpji’ , it follows that bijk = b,pji, , and since 
we have 
t 
Y C bijk = --sq - q&T . 
k=l 
hese observations are needed for the next calculation. 
e wish to calculate 
i aijEalkm ) where CO = (3). 
The following is somewhat tedious, but straightforward. 
= SSij’Skm + =f [s4 + sys,,, + s,, + Sk,) + S”Yb,,, 
1==1 
+ S3(Sij' + SiZ + sjZ) + s2(sij' + siZ + sjZ)(sLkr + sZm i 8km) 
+ sYb,,,(&j, + s,z + 6,~) + s2ybiiz + srb,jl(s,k’ + &, + Sk,> 
+ r2bij’Iblkm] 
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= SSij&, + s4t + s3(2 + ts,,> + s-y-sq - q&J + sytsijs + 2) 
+ S2(Sij’ + sij’ + tsij’skm + sik’ + sim + skm + ‘jk’ + ‘jnl + ‘kw%> 
+ sSij,( -sq - q&J + sybikm $ srbjkm + s2(-sq - qSi/) 
+ srbtij,, + s&, + sS,,( --sq - q&j,) + y2 c bija4zm 
= SSij,Skrn + s3q - s3 + 28 + s2qsKnz - s%lc?n - s3q - s2qsBm. 
+ s2qsijr - S%& + 23 + S%$ + S2Skrn + sqs&3,, - SS&3km 
+ sysij, + S& + sj,, + si, + sj, + Sk,) - s2q& - sqs&&, 
+ srbie, + sybikm - s3q - s2qS,, + srbtj,, + vbijnz - s2S,,q 
- @,,b -k y2 C biizbzrcm 
1 
= 3s3 + P&j’ + S& + sj,t + si, + sj, + Sk,) 
+ sY(bik, + bjkm + bijm + b,,,) - s3q - s2qSij* - s2qSkm 
- e&w&~ + y2 c b&km . 
1 
(16) 
From the associative law in F, it follows that 
Using (16) to calculate both sides, and cancelling, we have 
zz --s2q8jkr - s2q8im - sqsimsjk’ + Y2 C bikJ& - (17) 
We now specify i, j, k, m as follows. Choose i, k, m to be distinct (as we may 
since t > 3) and letj = i’. Equation (17) becomes 
-s2q + y2 C bii,lblkm = r2 C bi,kzblirn . 
1 1 
Hence, yB 1 s2q. Since qp 1 r2, we must have p 1 s, a contradiction. Our assum- 
tion c # 0 is therefore false, proving Theorem 1. 
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5. PROOF OF THEQREM 2 
We fix G to be a minimal counterexample to Theorem 2. Suppose X is a 
nonexceptional representation of G. From [2] (or [47 Theorem ID(v)) it 
follows that x(1) = x(g) (mod j P I), where x is the character of X and 
gEP#. Since x(1) = d < $(I P j - I), we must have x(l) = ~(g>~ i.e., 
g E ker x~ This contradicts the hypothesis that X is faithful. 
an exceptional representation. 
Let A be the character of X. We adopt the notation used in the proof of 
Theorem I, so that j P 1 = q, s = j N,(P): C,(P)\ and st = q - 1. From 
(4) we see that A (I) > s, whence s < +(p - I), i.e., t 2 3. Thus, Theorem I 
applies to 6. Let h be the exceptional character of N = Arc(P) which satisfies 
whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem I. Since A(l) < ++(a - I>, we 
must have A / N = A. 
Let A’ be an exceptional character in the same block b as A. Suppose 
x = (PdN9 x’ = WdN, 
where la, p’ are nonprincipal linear characters of P, and where q~ is in the 
N-class @ of irreducible characters of V associated with &. We wish to 
determine the constituents of Ah’ which are in the principal block b, of N. 
We write 
= ;’ (Fh-‘,jjh-‘/&,)N 
where the sum x ranges over a set of coset representatives h for C,(P) in NO 
We first observe that the character 
has only exceptional constituents if ph-l ’ is not FL’. This observation is important 
in Lemma 3 and its application. 
Second, we observe that this character has constituents in 6, if and only 
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if 1 V _C qhmlv, i.e., if and only if vh-’ = v, which is to say 12 E~(CJJ), the 
inertial group of q~ in N. These constituents are 
(#lF$l y)N. 
LEMMA 3. There are exceptional characters A’, A” in b and exceptional 
characters A, , A, in b, such that 
(X’Y) A1 - A,) # 0 
and X’A” has only exceptional constituents. 
Proof. Let 
PI’, ~21,.*- 
be a complete set of representatives for the S(v)-classes of non-l linear 
characters of P which are N-conjugate to p, and 
a complete set of representatives for the remaining X(v)-classes of non-l 
linear characters of P. Let Ai’ = (P~‘cJJ)N and A; = (&‘v)~. Then the characters 
Ai’, A; are all the exceptional characters in b. 
If for some i, j we have that some two characters A, , As in b, have different 
multiplicities in &‘A(i’ , we are done. Thus, we assume the contrary. Let L 
denote 
where the sum is over the distinct exceptional characters Xi in 6, , Then we 
have, for all ;, j, 
for some integer m, where the sum C” is over a set of coset representatives h
for C,(P) in Y(F). We fix j and sum over i. 
where 1 yN j = f = 1 N: J(F)/. But this is 
T’ (p”-‘$l y)N = fmL. 
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where the sum 2’ is, as before, over a set of coset representatives of C&HP) 
In particular, we have 
(qJN(&!l$J = fmL. 
for all j, k. This means & and pi are N-conjugate. Thus, there is only one 
N-class of non-l linear characters of P other than the one to which p belongs, 
i.e., t = 2. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
There are exceptional characters A’, A”, A, , A, of G with A’, A” E 
the block of A, and A, , A, E B, , the principal block, such that 
A’ ’ N = X A” / N = x”, 
(A, - h,)G’= SC@, - A,), 
where 6, = 51 is the sign associated with B, . We have 
Thus, either A, or A, is a constituent of A’A”. We call this one A, . Since 
$A” / 1\6 = X’h”, we know that A’A” / N contains only exceptional con- 
stituents. Thus, A, / N has only exceptional constituents. It follows that 
A,(l) = 6,s + c(q - 1). 
By Theorem 1, c = 0 (mod q). Since A,(l) < A(l)z we must have c = 
whence 6, = 1 and A,(l) = s. Thus, A, j N is irreducible. It foollows that 
any exceptional character in B, remains n-reducible when restricted to AT, 
and so has V in its kernel. 
EEMM.4 4. Let H be a jinite group with a Sylow p-grozcp satisfying 
C,(x) = C,(Q), 
Suppose, in addition, that either 
(1) fX-4 = Q, all x E Q+, 
OY 
(4 I HI < I GI. 
If H has a faithful complex representation Y whose irreducibb ~~~st~t~e~ts a8 
have degrees smaller than f(j Q j - l), then Q 4 N. 
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Proof. Let Y1, Yz ,... be the distinct irreducible constituents of Y and 
Ki = ker Yi . We wish to show that H/Ki has a normal Sylow p-group 
(possibly 1). If Q n Ki = R # 1, then the Frattini Argument shows H = 
N,(R)K, . Since Q is a T.I. set, N,(R) > No(Q), so H = N,(Q)K, . In this 
case H/K, has a normal Sylow p-group. Now suppose Q n Ki = 1. Then 
) Q 1 is the order of a Sylow p-group of H/K, . In case (l), H/I;= has a normal 
p-group by the main theorem of the author’s paper [6]. In case (2). H/Kc has 
a normal Sylowp-group by minimality of G as a counterexample toTheorem 2. 
It now follows that the direct product 
has a normal Sylow p-group. Since the natural map Ht, M is injective, 
H has a normal Sylow p-group. 
LEMMA 5. G has a normal p-complement. 
Proof. Let K be the intersection of the kernels of all exceptional characters 
in B,, . Then V C K and P n K = (1). Thus, 1 P 1 is the order of a Sylow 
p-group of G/K, so Lemma 4.1 applies to G/K. Hence, G/K has a normal 
Sylow p-group PKIK. If PK # G, Then by Lemma 4.2, PK has a normal 
Sylowp-group, so G does. Therefore, G = PK, as claimed. 
Since G has a normal p-complement, N = N,(P) = C,(P) = P x V. 
But A is faithful on G and A / N is irreducible. Hence, P C Z(G), so P a G. 
This contradiction proves Theorem 2. 
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